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Abstract
A collection held at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France contains the deciphered version of messages related to negotiations of the Catholic League, Henry III’s enemy, with Spain and the Catholic Church in Rome. At least one of those messages was deciphered by Viète. Two other letters in the collection contain enciphered passages without the corresponding plaintext. Using computerized techniques, the author deciphered one of them, from Claude de Bauffremont, baron de Sennecey, ambassador of the League in Rome. In this article, the author describes the process of recovering the key, and of deciphering most parts of the letter, which includes a report of Sennecey’s activities in Rome. The cipher used to encode this letter turned out to be a homophonic cipher with a relatively high number of homophones, making its code-breaking somehow challenging.

1 Introduction
The French Religious Wars were a series of conflicts and intermittent wars, in the 16th Century, involving a succession crisis, a violent struggle between Protestants and Catholics, large-scale massacres (Saint-Barthélemy, 1572), the assassination of the head of the Catholic League (le Duc de Guise, 1588) and the assassination of the king of France (Henry III, 1589). Foreign powers such as Spain were also involved in the conflict, supporting the Catholic League (Holt, 2005).

The Colbert 500/33 collection in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BnF) includes several letters related to negotiations between the Catholic League, and Spain and the Holy See, from 1588 to 1594. The decipherment of one of the letters is attributed to François Viète. François Viète (1540-1603) was a renowned French mathematician, also famous for his codebreaking achievements in the service of Henry III and Henry IV, France’s kings. For more details on Viète’s codebreaking work, see (Pescic, 1997; Kahn, 1996; Tomokiyo, 2020; Godard, 2002). The BnF catalog also mentions that the letters were collected by Jacques-Auguste De Thou (1553-1617), Viète’s friend.\(^1\)

One of the letters (BnF Colbert 500/33 f555) is from Claude de Bauffremont, baron de Sennecey (1546-1596), the ambassador of the Catholic League in Rome. It consists of unencrypted cleartext, with several ciphertext passages. Those ciphertext passages were left unsolved, unlike for almost all of the other letters in the collection. It is unclear whether this letter was historically deciphered via cryptanalysis, maybe by Viète himself, or that it could not be solved.

2 Computerized Decipherment
As shown in Figure 1, the ciphertext segments consist of graphic symbols. First, the encrypted segments were transcribed by the author. There are a total of 858 symbols, with 86 unique distinct symbols.

\(^1\)Jacques Auguste de Thou (1553-1617) was a French historian, book collector and president of the Parliament of Paris. In Historiarum sui temporis, his major history work covering the years 1549–1584, he provides biographical details about Viète (University of St Andrews, Scotland, 2022).
ence corpus, composed of texts in the target language. For that purpose, we employed a corpus of French books from the Gutenberg project. The tool uses this corpus to compute the frequencies $R_{i,j,k}$ of all possible trigrams of consecutive letters $i$, $j$, and $k$ (e.g., UNE, ENT, etc...), and uses them to search for an optimal key solution, using a simulated annealing algorithm and a fitness score $\text{Score}(K)$ that is computed for a candidate key $K$, as follows:

- Decode the ciphertext using the candidate key $K$.

- Compute the frequencies of all the trigrams of letters $F_{i,j,k}$ in the resulting decrypted text.

- Compute $S(K)$, the fitness score for $K$, as follows: $S(K) = \sum_{i,j,k} F_{i,j,k} \cdot \log(R_{i,j,k})$

During the simulated-annealing search, the tool performs transformations (or changes) in keys, looking to improve the fitness score. The following transformations are tested at each iteration:

- Swap the assignments of any two homophones. For example, if $x \rightarrow T$ and $y \rightarrow E$ (ciphertext symbol $x$ represents $T$, and ciphertext symbol $y$ represents $E$) before the transformation, then after the transformation: $x \rightarrow E$ and $y \rightarrow T$.\(^2\)

- Change the assignment of a single homophone, e.g., instead of $a \rightarrow N$ (before the transformation), we will have $a \rightarrow R$ after the transformation.\(^3\)

Given a long enough ciphertext, this algorithm is likely to correctly recover most of the key mappings between the homophones and the alphabet letters. More details on the technique may be found in (Lasry et al., 2020). For more details on simulated annealing algorithms for codebreaking, see (Lasry, 2018).

However, applying this tool on the given ciphertext did not yield any success. It was hypothesized that because the ciphertext was relatively short, and the number distinct symbols being relatively high (compared to contemporary homophonic ciphers), a more powerful method was required.

The original codebreaking algorithm was adapted to use 5-grams (five consecutive letters, such as “ETLES”, or “ITION”), instead of trigrams, for scoring. This attempt online produced some partial results, that confirmed the hypothesis of a homophonic cipher, but this was not enough to read the encoded parts.

Next, the algorithm was adapted to use French texts from a corpus of historical French books, from the Gutenberg Project, instead of a generic French corpus. With this last improvement, and some manual processing, the majority of the enciphered text could be finally deciphered so that it was mostly readable. The recovered (tentative) key is shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen that for each letter of the French alphabet there are two to six homophones. Some of the symbols likely represent prepositions, and the meaning of several symbols could not be successfully identified. There are several encryption errors, e.g., the symbol representing “T” being wrongly used in some places to represent the letter “F”. Contemporary homophonic ciphers at the time often had only one homophone for most letters, and usually at most two or three for a few high-frequency letters. In this cipher the vast majority of the letters have three or more homophones assigned to them, improving the security of the cipher.

A tentative decryption of the deciphered passages, as well as a transcription of the cleartext parts, are given in Figure 3. Work is in progress to improve the decryption and to analyze the deciphered text, which describes the ambassador’s discussions and meetings in Rome. Unfortunately, the date is unclear, but the collections states that all the letters were from between 1588 and 1594.

### 3 Conclusion

A well-designed homophonic cipher can be challenging for cryptanalysis, as exemplified in this letter, that required the improvement of modern computerized algorithms, that could solve other contemporary homophonic ciphers, without those improvements. This cipher might also have been challenging for contemporary codebreakers.

Additional work by historians is required to evaluate the contents of this letter, in the context of the involvement of foreign powers in the French Wars.
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Figure 1: Letter from the Baron of Sennecey - Source: BnF Colbert 500/30 f555.
Figure 2: Tentative Key.
Monsieur,

Je defferois à vous escrire estimant avec le temps pouvoir demesler des
confusions de ceste cour quelque chose de solide pour vous en servir, mais voyant que en
deux longues et peu fructueuses audiances nous n’avions que
[pré?] ou rien fait, j’ay estimé ne devoir plus vous laisser en opinion que je veuille
manquer à ce que je vous promis à nostre première audience je presentay à sa Saincteté
les lettres de Monseigneur de Mayenne en vostre recommandation y adjoustant les meilleurs
paroles que je peus comme feit le semblable monsieur le cardinal de Joyeuse la responce
de Sa Saincteté feust que l’empeure le roy d’Espagne et plusieurs autres princes de
la Crétienté le pressoient pour une promotion de cardinaux mais qu’il ne s’y estoit
enores resolu d’aultant qu’il failloit que ceste volonté luy vint du Sainct Esprit mais
que lors qu’il y procederoit vostre vertu et voz merites luy seroient recommandables
adjoustant à la fin de son propos qu’il estoit en peine de certains
bruiss qui couroient que quelques deputés du [??] avoient
estés [an?] et pour traicter avec luy je luy respondis qu’il estoit veritable qu’aucuns de ses gens là
avoient aproché vostre ville mais que par vostre authorité vous leur aviez
fait fermer les portes pour empescher qu’aucuns des habitants n’allast traicter avec eulx. Il me
dist qu’il le croyoit et qu’il
desirroit fort que ces choses fussent accommodées, je luy fis responce que vous
honorant du chapeau se seroit donner un bon commanche-
mant, il me fist signe de la teste voilla aux particularitez comme
il se gouverne et aux generalles affaires il y est [??] fricte comme glace
estant fort resolu à ce que je peux comprendre de
ses conceptions de ne servir de plancie ni son autorité
pour mettre nos folies à couver mais bien
luy assurerai je que si questions si sages que de prandre
parmi nous les expedians de nostre repos que apres à la
requeste generale de la France, il y interposera volontiers son autorité pour affermir les affaires et
y adjoutera pour la seurté particuliere et publicque
tout ce qui se pourra, il s’afflige fort des mauvaises nouvelles
qui viennent de France mais quoy qu’il en soit il ne commencera la dance pour le faict
du mariage il en a des paroles pour en donner à de son costé
mais il dit que l’execucion ne depand de lui pour que quand le
[??] luy voudra manquer il n’est [??] pour a le prandre au collet et
le loger au chateau Sainct Ange. Ce son ses mesmes paroles et toute
la substance en somme de tout ce que nous faisons icy attendant une resolution de monseigneur de
Mayenne qui a aussy peu de soing et ceulx qui sont aupres de luy que de coustume
ce qui nous tient en une grande confusion principalement depuis les remuemens de
Meaulx et Aix le pape nous en demandant à toutes heures des nouvelles, il dit [unclear codes]
[?ent] ugiam scio quid le carne scio et qu’il congoist
que chacun veult faire servir la religion de [runne?] (Romme?) à ses passions. J’ay gaigné Rome
sans gouttes mais depuis
que je y suys j’en ay bien heu ma part, louant Dieu qu’ainsy a esté [?]
Je suys vostre tres humble et tres fidelle serviteur. À Romme, ce XIIIe fevrier.

Figure 3: Tentative Decryption.